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A STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE FRUIT SPUR SYSTÍ OF 

TILE APPLE 

Introduct lori. 

While extensive prunin tnd culzurJ. experi4et .ïive 

been conducted on apple trees, and tneir errect on fruit 
production determined in a general way, we have oeen prone 

to consider tìe apple tree .s a whole. There never lias 

been made, so far a t1e writer ha been ade to discover, 

any definite statistical record ol tue pt of the tree most 

closely ase ociated with fruit production; namely, the fruit 
spur. 

This inveetlation was iade in an erfort to deteri4ne 

what relation various characteristics or the spur and certain 
factors concerning tue position of tie spur in the tree, bear 

to fruit production. If certain characteristics are found 

to be associated with large production, we cn ten adopt 

such pruning and cultural methods as will tend to develop 

these characteristics. 

When the work was started tac writer was immediately 

confronted with this question; "What is rruit spur?". As 

generaLLy defined "A spur is a short lateral branch" (i), a 

fruit spur thererore is a short lateral brancki which bears 

fruit. Since there is a variation in annual growth or these 

lateral branches waich bear fruit, from a few mililmetere to 

twenty or more centimeters, it was thougnt best to fix some 

arbitrary limit beyond which sucÀi a lateral growth would be 

considered to be a branch and not a spur. This limit was 



fixed at ten centimeters of growth in one year. 

In this work i will oe neceeary to reler to spurs as 

being of a certain age. A spur durir&; Ito first year of 

growth is regarded as a one year old spur, during its second 

years growth as a two yer old spur. Prom this clsuirica- 

tion it is evident tkii fruit cannot oe borne ori a one year 

old spur; however, shoots often bear lateral fruit buds and 

these fruit buds not only develop fruit the following season 

but give rise to fruit spurs as weld.. SUCU fruit spurs a 

year later would naturally be classed as wo year old spurs, 

though in one sense they are only one year old. Consequent- 

ly in this study fruits that developed from axillary fruit 

buds have been considered as borne on one year old spurs. 

_Object 

In this work the attempt was made to aneweA. tae follow- 

ing questions. 

Vihat is the effect of tAle age or a spur on its production? 

What is the relation between tue diaeter of a s1.ur and 

its production? 

What is the relation between tue length of a spur and 

its production? 

What is the relation between the length of growth ol the 

spur the previous season and its production? 

What is the relation between tAe d1eter of the branch 
to which a spur is attached and its production? 

What is the relation of the position Oi' a spur in the 

tree to its production? 
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Materials_and iLethods 

Two series of data were coliected ue.ring on direient 
phases oz tue question. 

One entire series was furnisned by a single twenty five 
year old Grimes tree. This tree is located in tie south west 

corner of the CoLLege orchard at Corvallis, and rree 
fl'orn alL other trees witìi the exception o smli 2ortlon or 

ie top of tne north sicte, Which touches anotrLer tree of tAie 

eae variety. A].! the apples were gatiìered from tAils tree. 
Eacn apple was marked WjLh a nuToer; at tue sa'-e tizne a tag 
bearing the saine nuxnber was tied to tne spur. Tile apples 

werc then taken to the laboratory, weighed to the closest 
five grazne, and tne weights recorded. Later, as it became 

convenient, the spurs were cut from tue tree, in eacu case 

the location in the tree and the size of tAie brancAi from 

which the spur came was .arked on the reverse side o trie 

tag. They were then taken to tAie laboratory, azud their 
lengths, diaunetere, lengths of grovth the previous season, 
and their life histories recorded. This provided i eoiapJ.ete 

record for each spur. Taole I presents several sUch records. 

Table I. 
Age Part Fruit Branch Spur Spur Growth History of tree wt. diam. diain. leugth spur. gms. cm. cm. Cui. 1914. 
5 N.U.I. 165 .8 .5 3.3 .3 0000 
9 N.U.I. 120 .7 .7 6.5 .9 oopop000 
6 N.TJ0. 170 2.1 .5 9. .5 OppOO 
4 IT.U.O. 80 .3 .3 '.6 .3 000 

13 £.U.o. 220 2.8 .9 11. .5 oThopopopopo 
7 B.L.I. 105 .7 .4 12. .5 000000 
3 W.L.O. 215 .9 .8 7,5 2. OP 
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(Table I. Cori.) 

Age Pert Pruit Branch Spur Spur Growth History of tree wt. diaii. diana. length 1914. spUr. 
gme. cm. cm. cm. 

2 W.IT.O. 180 .9 .7 3, '3 0 
8 S.L.I. 295 1. .8 10. opp000p 
8 S.L.i. 100 1.3 .4 3. .5 POOB000 
3. S.U.0. 190 1.1 .6 i.y -- 

Meaning of symbols 

0-no bloom. B-bloom no fruit. P-fruit. I-nortii. S-souti. E- east. W-west. L-J.oer. U-upper. T-top. I-inside, 0-outside. 
The second series of data were obtained for the purpose 

of learning something about the life histories of old spurs. 
The spurs were obtained from Grimes, Domine and. Yellow Bell- 
flower trees all approximately tvsenty five years old. The 

Dominie was an extremely open centered tree, the trees or 

the other varieties were moderately open. The oldest spurs 
that it was possible to find were taei to tiie laboratory 
and their life histories trced out arid recorded in tabular 
form. Table II is one of these tabular records ror a single 
spur of the Dominie. 

Table II. 
ITuniber spur. Year 01 growth 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415 
o OBO OFOFOB 

OB OFOF 
3- 0 F F O F O B O F O F O F O B 00 FOFOPOFO 0130 000 OBO 

O OFOPOPOFO 
OBO F0 OPOFOB OB OFO OFOBOBO 
OBO 

O OB OB OB OB OB O OBO OFOBO F000 
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O-no bloom. B-bloo no fruit. F-fruit. 

In studying these life histories it was sometimes im- 

possible to be ausolutely certain as to whether a spur fruit- 

ed or merely bloomed. Especially was this true oi the old.. 

er portion of the spur, but it is thought that tue records 

are reasonably accurate. 

Presentation of Data 

In presenting the results it is deemed best to take up 

a single question at a tie, consequently data bearing on 

each question wilJ. be presented and discussed separately. 

What is the effect_o age on the production of a spur? 

This question must be considered from two viewpoints. 

First which spur bears the more regularly an old or a young 

spur?. Second wen they do bear which produces the larger 

nount of fruit?: 

The answer to the first of these questions may be ob- 

tamed from a study of tne life histories of old spurs. 

Their average behavior can best be shown by means of curves. 

In Chart I the curves for Grimes are ali. plotied on the 

basis of one hundred spurs and sho'w tue mrcges for the 

various years. Curve A shows te number of growing points 
or terminals, curve B shows the number of terminals that 

flower, and. curve C shows the number of terminals that mature 

fruit per hundred spurs. Curve A indicates that there is a 

steady increase with age lrL the number of terminals per spur, 

which means that tnere is a corresponding increase in number 
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of chances for blooming and. setting rruit. Tue decline 
during the fifteenth and sixteenth years has no particular 
significance Í'or the small numbers of frequencies found for 
those yeara do not give us dependaole averagee. From curve 

B we see that tne second year of growth gives us very nearly 
our maximu1n nuinìer of tiowering ternina.1s, out tnat there is 
a slight Increase up to the tenth year, when a marked ieclìne 
begins: 80 tit while tne number or cancee for blooming in- 
creases rapidly there is not a proportional increase in 

number of flowering terninals and arter tne teatri year even 

a rapid decline. In the matter of setting fruit the con- 

trast is stili more marked. Curve C indicates that tue 

second year is the spurs best year from the viewpoint of re- 
gularity of fruit production, and that thet'eaftor it elowly 

but steadily decreases in value. Chart II presents another 

group of curves for Griree in which the spur is considered 
as a unit. Curve A shows the percenttge of the spurs 

bloornin which set fruit, curve B shows the percentage of 

epuro which bloom, and curve C shows tue percentage of spurs 
whicti fruit for each of tne various years of tieir existence. 
Attention is called to tne decided decrease in the number of 

spurs blooming after the second year with even more mark- 

ed decrease in tue number fruiting. It is evident from 

curve A which indicates the relation between the nwer of 

spurs blooming and those fruiting, triat not only is there an 

actual decrease in the number of spurs dooming, but that or 
those blooming there is a lessening percentage which set as 



the spurs become older. A tendency toward alternate oear- 

ing will also be noted. Chart III shows curves for the 

Yellow Bellflower corresponding to those in Chart I or the 

Grimes. Here we notice a somewhat more rapid increase in 

tne number of terminals per spur than we found in the Grimes. 

When it comes to the matter of flowering termins, we see 

in this case that there is also a gradual increase in number 

with age. In the matter of fruiting there seems to be no 

appreciable decline, but rather a tendency for a given number 

o spurs to produce the sne amount o1 fruit year after year. 

It is noticed too in the case of tne Yellow Beliulower that 

the tendency toward alternate bearing io not Auarked. Chart 

IV for the Yellow BeUflower corresponds to Chart II for the 

Grimes. Here we note a slight decrease in the percentage 

of spurs which bloom as they grow older, and a slightly 

greater decrease in the percentage of those setting rruit. 

The percentage of blooming spurs which set fruit is also seen 

to decrease ut not nerly 80 rapidly as in tne case 01 the 

G r im e 8. 

Chart V for Dominie corsponding to Chart I for Griies, 

indicates that in this variety the number o teriuinals per 

spur increases much more rapidly than in the case ox either 

the Beliflower or the Grimes. In the number oL.T flowering 

terminals per stur there is a very marked increase up to the 

fourteenth year, out from that point on the decrease is 

rapid in spite oIT the fact that the numùer of chancee for 

blooming are increaiing at fast or iuster tiian previously. 
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While the high point in nunuer or loorns per spur is reached 

at the fourteenth year, the high point in number of fruits 
set is reached at the eighth yer, arter which there is a 

steady decline until zero ìs reached at the t.entieth year. 
In the case oz the Dominie the tendency toward alternate bear- 
ing Is very noticable. 

In this connec...ion it Was interestin to note thac two 

parts or òrnches of a spur may behave entirely different in 

so far as tieir time of bearing is concerned--not infrequent 
].y two branches of tne 8ime spur fruiting In alternate years 
with each other. Such spurs may bear fruit annually for 
quite a period of ye:.rs. Table II shows the life history 
of such a spur. Chart VI, corresponding to Chart II for 
Grimes, shows that the high point In percentage of spurs 

blooming and fruiting is reched at tile secona year, ut 
that vhIle there is only a slight decrease In the percentage 
blooming until the fourteenth year, the percentage setting 
begins a rapid decline at the twelfth year. The percentage 
of blooming spurs whlcn set irult does riot begin to decline 
to any gret degree until the thirteenth, and the big decline 
does not come until the eighteenth year. 

Prom the exszDination of 538 spurs taken from three du- 
ferent varieties we woulì conclude tint there Is generally 
an increase in the number of blooms per spur for a time, the 
length of time varying with the variety, but that as the 
spurs become older tile numoer of blooms and the percentage 
of spurs blooming gradually decrease8. Vile the number of 
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blooms decreasee the numbr of spurs rruitin decreases much 

more rapidly. Prom this we are ±orced to the conclusion 

that on the average old spurs are not so productive in the 

sense of being regular producere as young spurs. 

An interesting question which arises in conrection with 

this study is, HlTat Lecoines o' the old spurs, and why do 

they disappear from some varieties earlier than in others?", 
for while these trees were ali of the same age, there was 

considerable difficulty in finding old spurs on tîie Yeliow 

Beliflower and Grimes, though old Dominie spurs were found 

abundantly far back on the scaffold limbe, Prom a careful 
examination of these trees it appers that practically the 

only way in which the Dominie spurs disappear is tiiru their 
ûeing killed by shading or some mechanical injury. On the 

other hand it appears that there is a marked tendency for 
the spurs of the Grimes and Yellow Beliflower to go into 
vegetative growth, continuing as brnches for two or three 
years, then producing a large number of rrui spurs along 

these brnchee. Often one part of a. spur may do this while 

the other continues as a spur. 

We h:ve seen that as the spur beco.nes older there is a 

tendency for it to fruit less frequently. Tne next question 
is, how does the amount of fruit produced on an old spur when 

it does fruit compare with that of a young spur? Table III 
gives the average weight of fruit produced on spurs of various 
ages in the Grimes. 



Table III. 

Age iTunber Bpurs averge. Average weight rruit 
(grino) 

J. 31 206 
2 452 201 
3 292 177 
4 224 1ó9 
5 194 175 
6 78 ±78 
7 37 169 
8 3]. i6o 
9 13 175 

10 15 151 
11 11 136 
12 2 140 
13 3 193 

There were 1so fifty t:o shoots which bore fruit terminally 

with an aver:ge prothiction of one hundred seventy seven rins 
each. 

From Table III we see that there seems to ue a gradual 

diminution in weight of fruit produced as tile BU8 grow 

older. The table itself does not af:ord an exact ieaiure 
of this decrease in eìgiit; so in order to obtain a more ac- 

curte expression of the actual relationship oetween tie age 

of spur and tite weignt of fruit the correlation eoeíuicient 
between the two was determined. The valu.eu a:orded ûy this 
correlation table are presented in Table IV. 

Table IV. 

182 grams ---------- mean weigit fruit per spur. 
3.74 years ------- mean age of spurs. 

73.2 grams -----r etundard deviation weight of fruit, 
:t.945 years ------ standard deviation ae o spurs. 
.165 ------------ cor.eîation coeÍ'icient. 
.165 is not an extremely high degree of correition but 

it does afford distinct evidence that old spurs are weaLer 
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and less efficient than young ones, and furthermore that the 

difference is large enough to be of importance in economic 

product ion. 

Vthat is the relation between diaeter 01 spurs and their 

product ion? 

A preliminary study incicated that this relationship 

could best be determined y correlation coefiicients. AB 

it 'ïoul be unfair to compare the diameters of two year old 

spurs with those of six or eight year olds it seemed necessary 

to group them according to age. Correlation taules were 

then constructed. Table V summarizes tne data thus collect- 

ed on this question. 

Table V. 

e Mean wt. :ean Diam. St dcv wt. et dey diam. Corr. 
yrs. fruit gma. Spur Coeff. 

2 201 .5335 78.2 .0903 .391 
3 177 .494 73. .08i .382 
4 169 .5215 71.7 .1115 .555 
5 174 .5422 66.2 .i05 .325 
6 178 .557 62.2 .1355 .35, 
7-8 i65 .626 6.6 .1155 .407 

While the number of spurs above eigt yers oí' age was 

not suficient to warrant rnking correlation tbies a corn- 

prison of che averzge production of spurs of dinerent ages 

of large diameter with the production or those of sm1l 

diameter furnishes some evidence on this question, Table 

VI presents sucu a comparison. 
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Ta&.1e VI. 

Age Beiow.8 cm. in diìeter Äbove.h cm. in diseter. 

1umber spurs Ave. vit. Number spurs Ave. wt. 
Íruit. rruit. 

9 n 169 2 210 
10 13 144 2 200 
11 9 123 2 198 
12 1 125 1 155 
13 1 140 2 220 

Taìe V shows ì re1tive1y hign degree o corre1.tion 

between dismeter ot spur and weight of fruit produced, and 

this correlation is muen the same for t.te older as for the 

younger spurs. This indicates tnat fruit production is 

dependent to a very important degree upon tie vegetative 

vigor of the spur. Table VI is signhiicnt in that 1 

shows that the weight ot fruìt produced on old spurs of 

large diameter is considerably aoove the average weight of 

fruit produced on young spurs, in spite of the fact that the 

old spurs is below that of the young, This wculd indicate 

that old spurs produce less, not because they are old, ut 

because on the average they are lees vigorous than younger 

ones, 

is the relation between amount of growth of the 

spur the previous season end its production? 

In obtaining a measure o± this relationship epur of 

al]. ages were grouped togetner, and a correlation table be- 

tween length o± growth and amount Ot fruit was constructed, 

One year old spurs were not included since they had no 

growth the previous season. Table VII shows the results 

obtaIned, 
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Table VII. 

i82. grame mean weight of fruit. 
.784 centimeters ------ mean length of growth. 

74.2 grams ------------ et:ndard deviation weight. 
.595 centimeters ------ stndard deviation length growth. 
.128 ------------------ cor.e1ation coeficient. 

0± .1 
correlition coet'íicient .8 not very great ut it in- 

dicates a tendency for the spurs making the longest growth 

the previous season to produce the largest amount of rruit. 

It furnishes still further evìdence on tie important relation 

oetween vegetative vigor of spurs and their production. 

It was noticed that one hundred twenty five of the four- 

teen hundred thirty five spurs had fruited in 1914, and this 

brought to mind the question as to vhether a spur made more 

length growth during an unproductive yer or during . pro- 

ductive one, It was found that the average amount of growth 

th.ring 1914 for the spurs that bore during that year was 1.15 

centimeters while the average amount of growth for the spurs 

that did. not fruit that year was .757 centimeters, or a dif- 

ference of .293 centimeters in fcvor of tue bearing spurs in 

the Grimes for that yer. Since aal these spurs core in 

1915, the year in which my records were tcken another question 

vías suggested; ne1y, which produced the greater ount of 

fruit in 1915 the ones which bore in 1914 or the ones which 

did not? Averages showed an average production of 171 grams 

for the ones bearing in 1914 nd an averge of 183 for those 

not bearing, or a difierence of 12 grams in frwor of the non- 

hearing spurs. 
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VTHAT IS TIRELATIO1T BETWItFN THE TOTAL LE1GTH OP SPURS 

AID THEIR PRODTJCTIOI? 

As in the cese o deterrninin the e±iect or diaDeter on 

production, the spurs were grouped according to age, and the 

correìtion coefficierts botvren length and. production deter- 

mined. The results re shown in Table VIII. 

Table VIII. 

Age Mean wt. I.ean Length St dey wt. St Uev Corr. Coefí'. 
fruit gma. of' spurs length 

2 201 2.218 78.2 1.43 .128 
3 177 3.125 73. 1.79 .286 
4 169 4.57 71.7 3.05 .371 
5 174 5.556 66.2 2.73 .378 
6 178 6.14 62.2 2.757 .253 
7-8 165 5.34 61.6 3.59 379 

Prom tne data presented in Tablee V, VI, and VI! showing 

the relation o' the diameter of a epur and of its growth the 

preceding season to production, a series of ositve correla- 

tion coefticionts is to be expected in Table VIII, mr with- 
out doubt total length of spurs is likewise assocìated with 

vegetative vigcr. The significant fe:ture cf this table is, 

tht there is a gradu1 increase in corre1tìon betvreen total 

length and production as the spurs becoie older. In the 

case of the two year old spurs the correlation coe:.:icient 

Is comparatively sxuall, while in the case of the seven arid 

eight year old. spurs it is three tines as great. This would 

lndicrte th:.t satisfactory growth becomes more and more es- 

eentinl s the spur ages. 
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WHAT RELATION IS THERE BETWEEN THE DIA1ET OF THE 

BRANCH UPON WHICH THE SPUR IS BORIE AND THE SPUR? S PROCUC- 

TION OF FRUIT? 

The spurs were again classified according to age and 

correlation tablee between diameter or branoi.i and rruit pro- 

duction constructed, Table IX presents a sunmary of the 

results obtained. 

Table IX. 

Age Mean wt. idean di8n3. Standard St. dey. Cori'. Coeff. 
spur prod, per branch dey. wt. diameter 

spur 

2 201 .707 78.2 .28 .2223 
3 177 .776 73. .362 .162 
4 169 .8482 71.7 .4524 .1284 
5 174 .963 6o,2 .512 .i915 
6 178 .952 62.2 .561 .2625 
7-8 i65 1.136 61.6 .725 .327 

In this case tue amount o cocre1ation is rather more 

than one might expect. That there aiiould be correlation in 

the younger spurs is not to be wondered at, but txìat apparent- 

ly there should be an actual. increase in correlation as the 

spurs grow older is something of a surprise, The inference 

is that either directly because of closer connection to 

larger channels of food distribution, or indirectly t.hru in- 

creased vigor imparted to the spurs, the diameter o a branch 

has a material influence on the fruit production or spurs at- 

tackied. to it. 

What is the eftect of position in the tree on spur pro- 

auction? 

Shaw reports that there is a slight tendency toward 

larger fruit in the upper part or the tree (2). 
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In my work the Grimes tree was divided into p.rts. 

Divisions were made first ±nío north1 south, east, and west 

qu;rters. Then each qurter was separated into inside and 

outside portions. The tree was further divic.ed into loer, 

upper, and top sections, the top including only those oranches 

extending up ùeyond the main part of the tree and having an 

upright growth. Taûle X shows tii distriiution of tne saurs, 

the average age, arid the total and average production of 

these spurs, for each of the main divisions. 

Table X. 

Part of liumber spurs Average age Total product 
tree bearing of spurs 

lTorth 704 4.4 i06685 
East 279 3.3 51980 
South 244 2.8 57455 
Viest 208 3. 45235 

Lower 309 4.1 53565 
Upper 987 3.7 180920 
Top 139 2.6 26870 

Inside 320 4.6 55070 
Outside 1115 3.4 206285 

Avr.ge pro- 
duction per 
spur. 

152 
i86 
235 
217 

i 73 
i 33 

193 

172 
i è:5 

Prom the presented in Ta1e X it appers that the 

SPUrS on the south side o tue tree produced the largest 

fruits, these were followed closely by those on tue west, 

then the east and finally the north side of the tree. Ap- 

parently the higher we go in the tree the greater the pro- 

duction per spur. The outside of the tree is seen to have 

produced a larger ount o: fruit per apur than the inside, 

and a much larger proportion of the total amount. e muet 

remember however that there is a much larger proportion of 
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the limo surface on tic outside. 

The proportionally heavier oering on the north part of 

the tree and the close proximity of another tree on that 

side may account in some degree for the relatively 8iialler 

fruit o that part, but difierences uetween other div1ione 

of the tree cannot be explained in that way. A study of 

the average aíe of the spu's in these various sections would 

eee to throw soue light on that question. By a comparison 

between the average age of the spurs and their nverage pro- 

duction in the various parts we see that in every case v.here 

production per spur is lees than the mean, the ¿verage age 

is more. In the light or tue evidence ietr1ng upon the re- 

lation of age of spurs to proc.uction this would seem tO in- 

dicate that at least a part of tue variation in weiiit or 

fruit Is due to the difference i the age of the spurs; how- 

ever this difference is not great enough to account ror all 
o1 the varition shown, Therefore we would he led to infer 
that tiLe position o± tue spur in tue tree has sorne inriuence 

either directly or indirectly upon ita average production. 
On the other hand the question may bO raised, as to whether 

or not the position of a spur in tne tree is not ri iniportzint 

factor in determining Its longevìty, and consequently its 
average age? The tendency ot Grimes spurs to force out in- 
to shoot growth after several years of nonnal functioning as 

spurs xiae already oeen noted. May it not be true that, in 
the part of the tree receiving the greatest light suuply, 

the spurs go into vegetative growth more readily than In those 
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parte with a more limited light eupply? This would reu1t 
in a lov:ering of tue averege age o the spurs in tiat part 
of the tree, nd at the acme tine in increased average pro- 
duction per spur. Opportunity was not afí'orded to m8e 

first hand study of this question. 

Summary 

. . As a gener&1 rule, tue percentage 01 spurs which bloom 

decreases more or less rapidly with ae depending on the 

variety. The percent.ge ci' spurs berir.g fruits decreases 

much more rapidly than the percentage blooming. 

On the averac spurs decrez.se in amoun o truit per 
Learing spur as they become older, iloviever the more vigorous 

of the older spurs produce more than tfle average 01 the 
younger spurs. 

ong spurs of uniform age, there is a marked degree of 

correlation between their length and production. This cor- 
relation becomes more pronounced as the spurs become older. 

There is considerable correlation between the amount of 

growth that a spur makes one year and its production the 
following year. In Grimes a spur grows more on the average 
during the year that it produces fruit, than the year it is 
not fruiting. Spurs bearing two years in succession average 
somewhat less per spur the second season th:n other apure 

that bore no crop the first season. 
There is a hìh degree of correlatIon between trie diameter 

of spurs and their production. This is practically the same 

for old spurs as for young. 
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Spurs of the saine ge borne on branches o large diarne- 

ter heur a larger eount of fruit than those on smaller 

rancxice. 

In the Grimes tree studied the largest average produc- 

tion per spur was found in the south quarter. The upper 

part of the tree produced more per spur than tue lower, and 

there was a slightly greater production per spur on the out- 

side of the tree than on the inside. Whereever the average 

production per spur was less than the mean, the average age 

was more. 
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Explanation of platee 

Plate I. 
Fig. i - This figure shows the Grimes tree from whic.i a 

large pzrt of the data. was obtu.lned. 

Pig. 2 - This shcw tue Dominie tree from which the data 
concerning life histories of Dorninie spurs was 
otained. Note the very open center character of 
the tree. 

Plate II. 
Fig. 3 - This shows a portion of the ecaUold limbe of the 

Dominie. Note the retention of spurs in this var- 
iety. 

Fig. 4 - This shows three different types of spurs in 
Dominie. Note the similarity between (b) and one of 
the brnches of (a). In (e) we have a weak non- 
bearing spur. Thile (e) is five years older than 
(a) it is practicaliy the same length. 

Plate III. 
Fig. - This is an old branched spur or Grimes. It will 

be noted that ali three arLnches spriiig rroi the one 
years growth in which the terminal was destroyed. 

Pig. 6 - This showe tue spur the life history of which ia 
given in Table II. Tne two parts o this spur 
fruited in altern&te years w1n eaci oter. This 
can best e seen oy closely exrnining tue tips. 

Plate IV. 

Fig. 7 _ This shows an old very ucu branened Dominie 
spur, Notice tnat 60111e branches seem to oe lailing 
while others are strong arid stili productive. 

Fig. 8 - This illustrates tne way in whicui many or the old 
spurs 0± tue Grimes disappear. One part or this 
spur went into vegetative growth for several years, 
while the other continued as a spur. 

Plate \T 

Pig. 9 - This shows a Donimie spur in a strong vigorous 
condition after many years growth as a. spur. iote 
that branching takes plce by two buds being orrned 
during the fruiting year by means or which tuie growth 



is continued the following year. 

Fig, lo - This shows a typicu.l Grimes spur. In the 
Grimes the brtnching o a spur generally tckee place, 
as it has in this case, by means of lateral buds 
formed along the growth made during the unproductive 
ye a r. 
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